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“PARLIAMENT CHALO”
- UFBU MARCH TO PROTECT PUBLIC SECTOR BANKS
The All India Bank Officers' Confederation has joined the massive protest march and dharna organized
as“March to the Parliament” called by the UFBU, in its bid to highlight the Government's ill motivated
policy decisions related to Banks' merger, Insolvency & Bankruptcy Code, Banks' privatization moves,
huge provision resulting in reduction of profit and loss due to write off of the big ticket size corporate loans,
etc.
The protest march also demanded stringent action against the wilful loan defaulters, provision of adequate
capital to the public sector banks, safe-guarding the interest of our the farmers and taking care of the credit
needs of the common man, among other demands. UFBU steered the protest rally consisting of all bank
unions which represent about 10 lac employees and officers working in different banks in every nook and
corner of the country.
The Morcha began from the historic “Ram Leela Maidan” and culminated in a public rally at the Parliament
Street. Defying the sweltering September afternoon, more than fifty thousand bank employees and officers
marched to the Parliament raising slogans protesting the anti-bank and anti-people policies of the

government and demanding to put a stop to the Banks' merger and privatization. The rally also witnessed the
participation of huge number of lady comrades and young brigade shouting slogans all the way to the
Parliament Street.
Political leaders across the spectrum including leaders of Central Trade Unions addressed the rally which
include Com. TapanSen, M.P., CPI (M), Com. D. Raja M.P.,(CPI), Mr. Arvind Sawant, M.P., Shiv Sena, Mr.
Digvijay Singh M.P., Congress-I, Mr. Sharad Yadav M.P., JDU and Com. Sitaram Yenchuri CPI (M). Their
participation added strength and an extra dimension to the protest programme. The march of such a massive
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gathering was unprecedented and it has
ignited the requisite gunpowder in all of
us to carry forward our movement to
thwart the evil designs of the government
and RBI.
The march to the Parliament was a clear
declaration by the bank employees and
officers that we will fight to the last to
save the public sector banks. The UFBU
leaders met the Finance Minister and
presented four memorandums of
demands which was also submitted to the
Prime Minister to draw their attention to
these vital issues concerning the banks
and seeking their intervention to ensure
remedial measures to save our Banks
from the perils so that these banks
continue to contribute for the economic
development of our country.
The four memorandums were against
reforms like Privatisation, Merger, FRDI
Bill and NPA. The Finance Minister
assured the UFBU leaders that
government will not reduce the holding
below 52% for now. The leaders also met
Mr. Rajiv kumar, Secretary DFS and held
detailed discussions and submitted a
memorandum. UFBU also clarified that it
will meet soon and continue the struggle.
Unions have resolved to intensify the
struggle if Government doesn't come out
with conciliatory approach. Unions'
slogan in the Morcha was Save Public Sector Banks to save the Nation and people's
money for People's Welfare.

Have you displayed Association posters?
Have you displayed circulars in a notice board?
Are you sharing our pamphlets and books with customers?
“Compendium of Customer Information”?
Have you downloaded our Circle Association’s App.
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MEMBERS' MEET; FAREWELL TO COM.JAYASANAKAR
DGM of the module as Guest of Honour. Our
President Com.A.Krishnan presided over the
meeting and praised the dedication of
Com.Jayasankar during his tenure is zonal secretary.
Our General Secretary Com.Thomas Franco
RajendraDevtouched upon the latest developments
in the banking industry as well as in the Bipartite
negotiations. He showered encomiums on the
retiring comrade as an office bearer who always
fought for their rights and voiced their concern.

Our Trichy Module SBIOA(CC) conducted the
'Members Meet' and felicitation to Com. V.
Jayasankar, Deputy Regional Secretary on account
of his superannuation on 30th September,
nd
2017. It was held on 22 September 2017
at our Trichirappalli Main branch. Com.
Manohari, Zonal Secretary welcomed the
gathering and compered the programme.
The officer bearers from our Circle and
Other Modules have participated which
was attended by more than 200 members
from different branches.

All the Circle Office bearers the Regional
Secretaries with their Regional council members
attended the meeting and they spoke about the recent
developments in the Bank and also felicitated Com.
Jayasankar about his involvement in the association
and qualities. The meeting ended with vote of
thanks by Com. C.T. Nagappan. Zonal Secretary.

Com.N.G.Ramesh, Regional Manager,
Region Iparticipated on behalf of the

CONGRATULATIONS
Shri.Rajnish Kumar was appointed chairman of the State Bank
of India (SBI), replacing Mrs. Arundhati Bhattacharya.
The Appointments Committee of the Cabinet approved Mr.
Kumar's appointment for three years from the date of taking
charge on or after October 7, said an order issued by the
Department of Personnel and Training (DoPT).
Mr. Kumar, aged 59, joined the SBI board on May 26, 2015. He
was Managing Director — Compliance and Risk, and
Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer of SBI Capital
Markets Limited, the merchant banking arm of the SBI.
We wish him all the best in his new role.
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ECONOMIC SLOWDOWN IS REAL, NOT JUST TECHNICAL : SBI SURVEY
The SBI Research said the economic slowdown is real and not technical and now to shore up growth,” the
called for more public spending to arrest the slide, noting that the economy report said. The government
has been on a downslide since September, 2016,
can use a clause in the Fiscal
“We certainly believe that we are in a slowdown mode since September 2016 Responsibility and Budget
and a slowdown that has been prolonged to Q1 of this fiscal year is M a n a g e m e n t A c t t h a t
technically not short-term in nature or even transient, “ SBI Research said in provides for 0.5 per cent slip
a report. The report said continuing slowdown has raised the spectre of in fiscal deficit targets, it said.
whether the slowdown is temporary or not, but stopped short of answering
the question. The note comes days after BJP president Amit Shah attributed
the slowdown – the GDP growth slid for the sixth quarter in a row to hit a
three-year low at 5.7 per cent in the June quarter – to 'technical reasons'
without elaborating on the same. Shah had said that the growth had gone up
to 7.1 per cent after falling to 4.7 per cent in FY14, when the UPA was in
power.
The report advocated upping of spends by the government as a solution to
the problem at hand. Need of the hour is to send to grow more, “ it said. “ We
believe the government should consciously expand spending and fiscal
deficit, without disturbing the borrowing maths,” the report said.
It can be noted that in the past, such moves by the government were termed
as “fiscal profligacy” by rating agencies, which had also threatened to
downgrade the country's rating to junk, if the Centre continued with such
policies. The report admitted that after the 2008 global credit crisis, there
was a surge in spending, but was unequivocal in not paying much heed to the
rating agencies.

Elaborating on how to keep
the net borrowings in check,
like the way the government
has done in the current fiscal
at Rs.3.4 trilliion, it recommended the government to do
more buybacks and switches
in G-secs. It also called for
exploring the short-term
borrowing route more, saying
'short term borrowing could
be increased from the current
levels, as movements in shortterm rates depend crucially on
liquidity.” – The Economic
Times dt. Sep 19, 2017.

“Let's not chase the rating upgrade mirage. India has had a solitary net rating
upgrade in the last 25 years. The economy is in urgent need of a fiscal push

SBIOA CULTURAL WING

A Comedy Drama “Meesai Aanalum
Manaivi” by Crazy Mohan was
arranged on 02.10.2017 at Mylapore
Fine Arts A/c Hall.

Are you receiving
the “Daily
Thoughts”?
If not, please
register yourself
as a
member of
sbioacc@googlegrou
ps.com,
with any of your email ID other than
SBI mail ID. For
news & events every
day send mail to
sbioacc_study@goog
legroups.com

Mambakkam Lake

SBIOA (CC) in collaboration
with Sabari Foundation has
carried out Mambakkam Lake
restoration works. Planting of trees
was done with Thuvakkam, a NGO.
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LEGAL CORNER
IMPARTIAL DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS AND AWARD OF DIFFERENT
PUNISHMENTS IN SINGLE CASE – A CLEAR DENIAL OF PRINCIPLES OF
NATURAL JUSTICE
Any action under Disciplinary Proceedings causes a
lot of mental agony, stress and tension not only to the
unfortunate CSO but also to his family members. Due
to technological advancement and developments,
many frauds have been perpetrated by the
Public/Fraudsters using diabolic designs and dubious
methods, for their pecuniary benefits. This has led
many Organisations to initiate departmental
proceedings against their employees / officers citing
alleged lapses on their part.
On analysis of the disciplinary proceedings initiated
against employees / officers involved in the same
incident and the penalties awarded, it has come to light
that they were treated impartially.
In any organization, there should not be any favoritism
and should not discriminate between persons coming
into contact. A person's gender, religion, caste, age,
region, language or any other distinctive feature has
absolutely no role to play in the punishment inflicted
on him. The disciplinary action, in the same way,
should be taken with an absolute sense of impartiality,
without differentiation, on account of extraneous
factors. The concerned authority should take care to
ensure that such reasons are stated explicitly so that the
validity of such reasons is well appreciated by one and
all, especially the affected employee. Needless to
mention that consistency in awarding punishments,
and transparency, in case of any deviation, should be
the hallmark of the disciplinary proceedings.
Holding separate type of enquiries and awarding
different types of
punishments to different
employees involved in the same incident is not prima
facie proper (Ref: Kausal Kishore Chaturvedi Vs.
U.P.R.T.C & Ors FLR(121) 2009 (Allahabad HC). It
is against the Principles of Natural Justice. The
expression 'Natural Justice' conveys the notion that the
result of the process should be just and fair to all
concerned. There are two concepts underlying this
doctrine, namely, the authority deciding the dispute
should be impartial and the party to be affected should
be given full and fair opportunity of being heard.
The procedure to be followed in disciplinary
proceedings is generally laid down in Service Rules

and Standing Orders made thereunder. However, the
procedure, so laid down, is subordinated to the
provisions of the Constitution of India i.e. any rule
cannot be ultra-vires the provisions of the
Constitution, e.g. Article 310,311 etc. The
implications of the provisions of Article 311 have been
the subject of a close examination by the Supreme
Court. The Supreme Court has given exhaustive
interpretation of the various aspects involved and they
provide the administrative authorities authoritative
guidelines in dealing with disciplinary cases.
Kausal Kishore Chaturvedi Vs. U.P.R.T.C & Ors
FLR(121) 2009 (Allahabad HC).
FACTS :In one incident four employees of
U.P.S.R.T.C. were involved including the petitioner.
The names of other employees are KaviMazdoor,
Ramman and R.K. Upadhyaya. Disciplinary
proceedings were initiated against all of them. The
main grievance of the petitioner is that services of the
petitioner were terminated through order dated
13.02.2004, however, the other three persons were
awarded lesser punishments of stopping of increments
and reversion to original pay scale for four or five
years.
HELD: It is quite distressing to note that the
appointing authority appointed different inquiry
officers to enquire into the matter for the petitioner
and the other employees involved in the incident. In
respect of one incident involving several employees,
disciplinary proceedings should normally be initiated
simultaneously and joint inquiry by one and the same
inquiry officer should be held. Supreme Court in 2008
U.P.L.B.E.C. 150 S.C. Bongaigaon Refinery & P.C.
Ltd. &Ors Vs. Girish Chandra Sharma has held that, if
a decision has been taken by a committee and action is
to be taken on the ground that the decision was
malafide, either action shall be taken against all the
members of the committee or none.
Prima facie there was absolutely no ground for
awarding different types of punishments to different
employees involved in the incident in question as they
all had participated in the activity with common
intention.
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In the report of the Inquiry Officer against the
petitioner or in the punishment order against the
petitioner there is no reference or consideration of
punishment orders passed against the other three
employees involved in the same incident. There does
not appear to be any distinguishing feature in the role
of the petitioner.
However, as the other three employees who have been
awarded punishments, other than punishment of

dismissal or removal, are not parties in this writ.
Punishment orders passed against them are not subjudice in this writ petition. In view of the above the
only course left open for the Court is to award
reasonable damages to the petitioner instead of
reinstating him. The petitioner is awarded damages of
Rs.40,000/- payable within three months from today
failing which one percent per month interest shall be
payable since after three months till actual payment.
Authorities and officers of U.P.S.R.T.C. are directed

CO-OPTIONS
rd

th

rd

The 3 Meeting of 27 Executive Committee held onon 23 September 2017 has made the following cooption of office-bearers unanimously.
Name & Branch
Designation
Zone
Mobile No.
Com. J. Murugesan, DM, SME Pallipalayam,

Zonal Secretary

Namakkal Zone

9445088304

Com. Anbarasu, DM IFB, Chennai

Zonal Secretary

MC Zone Chennai Zone I

9677260984

Com. M.Vajravelu, DM, PerambalurTown

Zonal Secretary

Perambalur Zone

9943259295

Com. Gayathri, DM, Pondy ADB

Lady Representative

Salem Zone

9442201170

LETTER TO THE MANAGEMENT
Ref: ORG/49/2017
16/10/2017
The Chief General Manager
State Bank of India
Local Head Office, Chennai 600 006.
Dear Sir,
SPECIALIST OFFICERS (RMROs) AT
REGIONAL BUSINESS OFFICES
The Specialist Officers (RMROs) of the Bank are
allotted with Agriculture related works. As per our
Corporate Centre letter no. ABU/BPM&MI/SGS/122
dated 18/01/2017, they are to be utilized exclusively for
AGRICULTURE .However, more than 300 of these
Officers are asked to do works relating to Personal and
SME segments.
Some of them are posted in branches but asked by the
controllers to work in the Regional Business Offices.
Fearing hierarchy, they have been carrying out all the
other works leaving behind their allotted KRAs.
In some RBOs many Specialist Officers are posted
though only one Specialist Officer is approved as per the
Organisational structure of RBOs. Some of the branches
in these Regions function with only one Officer and they
are deprived of the support of Specialist Officers. In

some cases, one Specialist Officer is attached to
two/three branches that are located more than 15 Kms
away from one another.
The fallout of the position is that the Officers get poor
marks and grades in their annual appraisals as CDS does
not permit allotment of any KRA other than Agriculture
related KRAs to them. It has deprived the single Officer
branches of their assistance in improving the business
prospects and quality of the business in the Regions.
We request you to kindly look into the matter and advise
regions to redeploy the excess number of Specialist
Officers posted at RBOs which will help branches
improve the business profile and improve the quality of
the assets in Agriculture segment.
We also request you to strictly implement the instructions
of Corporate Centre to use the Agri Specialist Officers
only for Agriculture and improve the growth in
Agriculture credit which will pave way for the growth of
the country.
Thanking you
Yours faithfully,
(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY
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OFFICERS PLACED UNDER SUSPENSION
Since September 2017, eight of our comrades have
been kept under suspension. The spate of suspensions
have totallydevastated the concerned Officers and
send shock waves among the Officers working in the
Circle.
The Suspension Orders are for some alleged/
suspected omissions and commissions done by them
while discharging their duties. The affected officers
are facing the stigma, shame and social ostracism
besides financial loss. They are also outcast by their
family and community.
To avoid our comrades facing similar unfortunate
situations, we have to follow certain time tested
procedures and have very firm principles. Some of
these are listed below:
1. Never yield to pressure from customers/ controllers
to sanction and disburse loans. The resolve to bear
the pressure for disbursing loans especially during
month end for achieving budgetary goals should be
resisted firmly.
2. Oral approval of deviations should not be relied
upon. Act only after getting written approvals from
the appropriate authority in all cases.
3. Verify the KYC documents and visit the office and
home to confirm the antecedents of the
prospective borrowers.

4. Scrutinise the TIR and Valuation Reports

thoroughly. Inspect the land- building offered as
collaterals independently and verify the
description of the property defined in the TIR. The
valuation quoted by the panel valuers should also
be assessed independently by making enquiries.
5. Follow the instructions of the Bank strictly in
disbursements. Whenever disbursements are to be
made to suppliers, transfer funds to the supplier
only through RTGS/NEFT after confirming the
bonafides of the suppliers. Do not transfer funds to
the borrowers' accounts, where funds are to be paid
directly to suppliers.
6. Post sanction inspection should invariably be done
within a reasonable period after every stage of
disbursement.
7. Update with the rules and regulations and systems
and procedures of the Bank by reading the circular
instructions issued by the Bank and other
instructions displayed in SBItimes from time to
time.
For more details, please read our Circular No. 56 /31/
2017 dated 27th September 2017, which is available
in our Association website, 'sbioacc.com' and our
updated 'You Should Know' book.

LETTER TO FEDERATION
REF: ORG/43/2017
29.08.2017
The General Secretary
All India State Bank Officers' Federation
No.65, St. Marks Road, Bangalore.
Dear Comrade,
HOLIDAY WORKING AND CNC DECISION
With reference to the above, Corporate Centre has advised Circles vide letter no. NBG/KYC/MSR/2017-18/22
dated 21.08.2017 to conduct camps for KYCupdation, Aadhaar seeding, PAN seeding and Mobile Number
seeding throughout the country on common dates preferably on second or fourth Saturday of each month from
August to December 2017.
The decision is against the assurances given in the CNC meeting. The instructions are given even after the
assurances given by the MD to the Federation. We, therefore request you to take up the matter immediately with
the Corporate Centre.
Comradely yours,
(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY
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LADIES CORNER
10 LEGAL RIGHTS THAT WOMEN SHOULD KNOW
We live in a shady and messed up world, where life of a person is taken away by a loved one, where goddesses are
worshipped while women (of any age) are maimed and harassed. The only way out to keep an eye on such
horrific happenings is to make laws and rules to keep a check on the horrendous crimes. Merely a handful of
them would say, 'Yes, we know' to this and most of them are not women. So, to help women know their rights and
to help them fight back, here are 10 legal rights that they should know.
Right to free aid.
When a woman goes to the police station without
being accompanied by a lawyer she is either quoted
wrong, ignored or humiliated for her statements, She
should be aware of the fact that she has a right to get the
legal aid and that she should demand for it.
Right to privacy.
A woman who has been raped has a right to record her
statement in private, in front of the magistrate without
being overheard by anyone else. She also has a
freedom to record her statement with a lady constable
or a police officer in personal.

requires to get it in writing from the magistrate,
explaining why the arrest is necessary during the night.
Right to not being called to the police station.
Women cannot be called to the police station for
interrogation under Section 160 of the Criminal
Procedure Code. This law provides Indian women the
right of not being physically present at the police
station for interrogation. The police can interrogate a
woman at her residence in the presence of a woman
constable and family members or friends.
Right to confidentiality

Police in any way cannot say no to register her
complaint, no matter if it's too late to register. The selfrespect of women comes before anything else.

Under no circumstances can the identity of a rape
victim be revealed. Neither the police nor media can
make known the name of the victim in public. Section
228-A of the Indian Penal Code makes the disclosure
of a victim's identity a punishable offense.

Right to virtual complaints.

Right towards crime and not a medical condition

According to the guidelines issued by the Delhi Police,
a woman has the privilege of lodging a complaint via
email or registered post. If, for some reason, a woman
cannot go to the police station, she can send a written
complaint through an email or registered post
addressed to a senior police officer of the level of
Deputy Commissioner or Commissioner of Police.

A case of rape can't be dismissed even if the doctor
says that rape has not taken place. A victim of rape
needs to be medically examined as per Section 164 A
of the Criminal Procedure Code, and only the report
can act as proof. Rape is crime and not a medical
condition. It is a legal term and not a diagnosis to be
made by the medical officer treating the victim.

Right to Zero FIR

Right to no sexual harassment

A rape victim can register her police complaint from
any police station under the Zero FIR ruling by
Supreme Court.

It is the duty of every employer to create a Sexual
Harassment Complaints Committee within the
organization for complaints. According to a guideline
issued by the Supreme Court, it is mandatory for all
firms, public and private, to set up these committees to
resolve matters of sexual harassment. It is also
necessary that the committee be headed by a woman
and comprise of 50% women, as members. Also, one
of the members should be from a women's welfare
group.

Right to registration of complaints

Right to no arrest.
According to a Supreme Court ruling, a woman cannot
be arrested after sunset and before sunrise. Even if
there is a woman constable accompanying the officers,
the police can't arrest a woman at night. In case the
woman has committed a serious crime, the police
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People's Parliament for Unity and Development.
The Steering Committee has requested all the stake
holders to kindly form the State & District Coordination Committees for People's Parliament
immediately.
How?
To collect the contact numbers of Trade Unions,
Traders organizations, Women's organisations, Youth
Organisations, Student Organisations, NGOs etc., and
write to them, talk to them, whereever possible, meet
them. Fix the meetings with one week notice. Contact
representatives of the organisations in National Coordination Committee.
Invite all committee members and activists of AIBOC.
Invite LDM & DDO, NABARD. Have two hours
meeting in which spend 30 minutes to explain the
campaign and then seek opinion. Have inter-actiion
with farmers, traders, women, youth, workers,
students, etc., at every bank branch. Have few pilot
meetings and then share responsibility.

What is to be discussed in Stake-holders meetings
1)

How do they meet credit needs?

2)

What are their problems?

3)

What is the expectation from Banks?

4)

What is their expectation from Insurance
companies?

5)

What are the suggestions?

6)

Do they know procedures for getting loans?

7)

What is their perception on development?

8)

What is their experience with GST?

9)

How we can help them?

10) How is the education standard in the localty?
11) How is the employment opportunity in the
locality?

AIBOC Launched Peoples Parliament Movement
to Save Public Sector at Ahamedabad on 2nd October, 2017

BEREAVEMENT









Com. Sethumadhavan V, Deputy Manager, .A.O Chennai Zone II lost his father on 02.09.2017 at Pune.
Com. Padmasri, Deputy Manager, LIB lost her mother on 06.07.2017 at Nellore.
Com. Chandiran, Branch Manager, Dr.Alagappa Road branch, lost his father on 19.09.2017 at Vellore
Com. Raghunathan, Manager, SME Mookandapalli, lost his wife on 19.09.2017 at Srivilliputhur
Com. Sastha SELVARAJ, Chief Manager, ITSS , LHO lost his mother on 26.09.2017 at Chennai.
Com. Janet Daniel, Deputy Manager, Tambaram lost his mother on 28.09.2017 at Coonoor.
Com. Ravichandran N, Chief Manager, RBO, Tambaram lost his father on 29.09.2017 at Dharmapuri
Com.Venkataramana P, Deputy Manager, ATM Dept, LHO lost his father on 02.10.2017 at Chennai.
Com. Ashwin Kumar, Branch Manager, Elephant gate lost his father on 03.10.2017.

May the departed souls rest in peace.
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YOU SHOULD KNOW
BSBDA- SMALL ACCOUNT COMPLIANCE
OF RBI GUIDELINES;
BSBDA-SMALL accounts are opened under
Liberalised KYC and has the following features.
i) The accounts are initially valid for 12 months
only. Further transactions will be permitted only
if the customer submits KYC documents or proof
of having applied for KYC documents. If the
customer submits proof of having applied for
KYC documents ,the account will be allowed to
continue for a period of 24 months from the date
of opening of account. If the customer submits
KYC documents, the account should be
converted to BSBD/ Regular SB account at the
discretion of the customer. No transactions
should be permitted after 24 months of opening
the account if the customer fails to submit KYC
documents. In such cases, the account should be
closed.
ii) Maximum balance in the account should not
exceed rupees fifty thousand at any point of time.
Total debits by way of cash withdrawals and
transfers will not exceed rupees ten thousand in a
month. Total credits in such accounts should not
exceed rupees one lakh in a year.
iii) Foreign remittances are not allowed into such
accounts.
iv) If at any time the balance exceeds Rs 50,000/- or
the total credit summations during the year
exceeds Rs 1,00,000/-, further transactions should
not be allowed. Such accounts should either be
converted to BSBD or Regular SB accounts on
submission of KYC documents.
v) After conversion to BSBD / Regular SB account,
the Account Opening Form along with KYC
documents should be forwarded to LCPC.
Circular No.: NBG/PBU/LIMA-DISABLE/14/2017 –
18 Date:1st Sep 2017.
******************************************
SBI CAPGAINS PLUS – UNDER CAPITAL
GAINS ACCOUNTS SCHEME 1988
The required validations have since been built in the
CBS/INB applications. The restrictions applicable to
the Scheme are,

 Capgains Savings Bank account made mandatory
to route the proceeds of Capgains fixed deposits.
 Neither loan can be granted against these deposits
nor can any credit facility be extended with
Capgains fixed deposits as collateral.
 Maximum 3 (three) nominees are allowed for such
deposits/accounts.
 NO Debit Card or Cheque Book can be issued on
Capgain SB Accounts.
 Maximum CASH withdrawal per instance in SB
allowed up to Rs. 25,000/- only.
 Transactions at non-home branches are NOT
allowed for these products.
 INB facility is allowed with viewing rights only,
NO transaction rights permitted.
 Periodical interest (quarterly, half yearly etc.,) can
be credited to regular SB
account of
depositor. Calendar quarter option will NOT be
available for this
product.
 On the due date, amount of Capgains TDR/STDR
with interest will be automatically credited to the
Capgains Savings Bank account of the depositor.
Other maturity instruction options (available to
regular TDR/STDR) has been disabled for this
product. By default, the only option available in
maturity instructions is providing Capgains SB
account no.
 Rural branches are not allowed to open this type of
deposit account.
Circular No.: NBG/PBU/PREM-CAPGAIN/3/2017 –
18, Date: 1st Sep 2017
******************************************
CONFIRMATION OF PROBATIONARY /
TRAINEE OFFICERS GRACE MARKS FOR
CROSS-SELLING RELATED
QUALIFICATIONS CLARIFICATION ON
EXTENDED PROBATION FOR RETEST
PURPOSE.
A candidate who has failed in the retest held for
confirmation to JMGS-I, no further time shall be
allowed / available to such candidate(s) for the
purpose of acquiring of the 3 qualifications
(ACE/CIF/SP) for grace marks, after the declaration of
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the retest result.
Circular No.: CDO/P^HRD-CM/44/2017 – 18 dated
4th Sep 2017
******************************************
CURRENCY CHESTS PROVISION OF
REMOTE ALARM/ CALLING BELL
Operational Risk Management Department, as a part
of Advanced Measurement Approach has suggested to
install a Remote Alarm/ Calling Bell inside the
Currency Chests with 'button to press' inside and the
bell outside to be useful in the event of any employee
locked inside the strong room inadvertently and enable
them to press the Alarm Bell, so that it can be heard
outside.
Competent Authority has approved for installation of a
Cordless Bell. The push button ( which operates from
batteries) will be kept inside the Currency Chest and
the bell ( which work on power supply) near the
ventilator so that there is no obstruction and the bell
functions effectively whenever required.
Circular No.: NBG/AGNYBKG-CC/8/2017 – 18
th
dated 18 Sep 2017
******************************************
EXCHANGE OF MUTILATED/ CUT NOTES
During Currency Chest verification, Verifying official
should check the mutilated/ cut notes/ half value notes
and full value notes as per DN2 register and certify that
number and value of notes in the register is tallying
with such physical currency notes held by the branches
on the date of verification. Verifying official should
certify that such notes are adjudicated in accordance
with RBI Note Refund Rules.
Branches are instructed to keep the adjudicated notes
separately in vault for smooth verification and note not
to mix these notes with other Soiled Notes.
Circular No.: NBG/AGNYBKG-CC/9/2017 –
18Date:18th Sep 2017
******************************************
NATIONAL AUTOMATED CLEARING
HOUSE (NACH) PENALTY ON MULTIPLE
REPRESENTATION OF A TRANSACTION
RETURNED WITH REASON 'ACCOUNT
CLOSED” AND “NO SUCH ACCOUNT”
The penalty prescribed by NPCI is Rs 25/per instance
of presentation from the third instance of presentation
of such returned instruments. Basis of penalty
calculation is as under:

SBIOA NEWS BULLETIN
a) Only transactions returned with reasons (No such
account and Account closed)
for an account
number more than twice in a month is taken for
penalty calculation.
b) DBT & DBTL transactions are excluded.
c) Penalty will be calculated for each month
separately.
d) Penalty will be calculated only from sponsor
banks for each account number as per point no (a)
above.
e) Irrespective of number of transactions returned
for a single account in a day with specified
reasons, for penalty calculations, it will be treated
as one instance as given here below.
1. For example in a given account no ( 123456789)
sponsor bank presents 100 transactions for
consecutively three days and all are returned for
the reasons specified then penalty will be
calculated as only one instance (i.e. 1X25= 25).
2. If the same account number had 10 returns and 3
success in a month on different days then penalty
will be calculated for 8 instances of return..
Circular No.: NBG/AGNYBKG-NPCI/11/2017 – 18
th
Date:18 Sep 2017
******************************************
XPRESS CREDIT SCHEME:PRE SANCTION
SURVEY (PSS)-WAIVER OF MANDATORY
REQUIREMENT OF PHYSICAL
VERIFICATION OF RESIDENCE AND
OFFICE ADDRESS OF THE APPLICANTS
The Competent Authority has waived the mandatory
requirement of physical verification of the residence
and office address of the applicant (PSS) in case of all
Xpress Credit Loans subject to the following
stipulations:
a. The Loan is sanctioned under full Checkoffcategory.
b. Aadhar Card/eAadhar Card number to be
mandatorily obtained and linked to salary
account, if not alreadylinked.
c. Aadhar Card credentials to be verified
andrecorded.
However, the above stipulations will not be applicable
to DSP/PMSP/ICGSP applicants.
Circular No.:NBG/PBU-XPRESS/28/201718Date:28th Sep 2017.
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SBIOA(CC) Congratulates the following colleagues on their well
deserved promotion as Trainee Officers and extend a warm welcome to officers’ cadre
NAME
1 Com. Ashok Kumar A
2 Com. Abiraham V
3 Com. Anitha K
4 Com. Arun Ram Kumar R P
5 Com. AshiraSuji S
6 Com. Badrinarayanan H
7 Com. Balasubramanian M
8 Com. PATNAIK CINNI PATNAI
9 Com. Deepak Paul P
10 Com. Dharamvir Singh
11 Com. Diviyalakshmi Dhananjayan
12 Com. Durgadevi Jayadevan
13 Com. Manjusha E
14 Com. Gayathri J
15 Com. Gayathri K
16 Com. Gopinathan Ravi
17 Com. Iswarya Laxmi KA
18 Com. Jeyachandran P
19 Com. Santhosh Prasanna K
20 Com. Rajasekar K
21 Com. Gokula Krishnan K R
22 Com. Kamaraj Madeshwaran
23 Com. Manoj Natarajan
24 Com. Melber Savio P
25 Com. Nagammai Annamalai

BRANCH
ANNUR
ZO Madurai
NM Road,Chennai
RASME. SARCVel
Pudukottai
AO Chennai Z II
RBO-II, MADURAI
Mount road
ZO Madurai
Polur
LCPC Chennai
Tiruvottiyur
SUNDARAPURAM
Cumbum ADB
SARC MADURAI
Dadagapatti
SAMB Coimbatore
Rajapalayam
AO Chennai Z II
Guduvanchery
Kolappalur
Belur
Pitchmplympudur
Ottapidaram
KARAIKUDI

26 Com. Shiva Murugan Ramaraj
Kamalakkannan
SaibabaColCoimb
27 Com. Rajesh R
Melapalayam
28 Com. Sri Krishnan Ranganathan
Urapakkam
29 Com. Raghunath K
ZO Chennai
30 Com. Shridar S
RBO-II, MADURAI
31 Com. Vijay Kumar S
Egmore
32 Com. VARALAKSHMI S
Chingelpet
33 Com. SANKAR E
Ramalinga Nagar
34 Com. SaraswathiSuganya
Gomathinayagam Rajesh
VALLIYOOR
35 Com. SELVA KUMAR M
ZO Chennai
36 Com. SenthilvelPalanivelu
Vellore Town
37 Com. SumaiyaMahmood
ZO Coimbatore
38 Com. Sushma B.A.
KUTHALAM
39 Com. GAUTHAM BABU T T
Valmikinagar Ch
40 Com. Krithika U
Madras Indrangr
41 Com. Uma Srinivasan
Perambur
42 Com. S. Vanuvamalai Ganesh .
Uchinatham
43 Com. Vasumathi C
Vinayagapuram
44 Com. VIDHYA RANJITH
Koyambedu - MC
45 Com. Vinothkumar T S
Vellalur
46 Com. Yugendiran V G
RBO, SALEM
Promotion from MMGS III to SMGS IV
1 Com. R. Balamurugan
RBO II,Zone I Chennai
2. Com. Subulakshmi Shanmugavel
Officers Line, Vellore

RETIREMENTS
SEPTEMBER 2017
S/Shri Name

Com. Balasubramanian A
Com. Eranian K Kuppusamy
Com. Govindaraju S
Com. Jayasankar V
Com. Kannan T
Com. Narayanan T K
Com. Palaniappan K
Com. Parthasarathy Rengaramanujam S
Com. PrakashKrishnamoorthy
Com. PushparajVenkatachalam
Com. SinnappanAdimoolam
Com. ThangavelSembanaMudali

Designation

Branch

Chief Manager
Assistant Manager
Asst. G. Manager
Deputy Manager
Manager
Asst. G. Manager
Manager
Deputy Manager
Assistant Manager
Assistant Manager
Assistant Manager
Manager

LHO Chennai
RASECPC,Salem
LHO, Chennai
Palakkarai, Trichy
RACPC, ANNA NGR
Mid Corp. Reg. Of., Ch.
RBO-III, Chennai - I
RBO-II, Coimbatore
Thanjavur
Attayampatti
Tiruvallur
RACPC, Cbe.

SBIOA (CC) wishes the above comrades a very happy, healthy and peaceful retired life.
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Chief Manager,
RBO II, Chennai Zone II
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BANKING BRIEFS
l Indian banks' sour loans hit a record 9.5 trillion
rupees ($145.56 billion) at the end of June,
unpublished data shows, suggesting Asia's thirdlargest economy is no nearer to bringing its bad
debt problems under control.
l Public Sector Banks lead in disbursement of
Stand Up India Loans.
21 public sector
commercial banks have together sanctioned
Stand Up India loans to 38,111 individuals. Out
of which, 5,559 of them are SC, 1,653 ST and
30,899 general category women.
The nine
Private banks have together sanctioned such
loans to only 196 SC, 76 ST individuals and
2,015 general category women.Five private
banks - Axis Bank, Federal Bank, ICICI Bank,
The Nainital Bank and Yes Bank have not
sanctioned a single such loan to any ST person.
l State Bank of India is creating a 15,000-sqft
innovation centre in Navi Mumbai investing
around Rs 100 crore.
l The State Bank of India (SBI) and Moody's
Analytics announced their collaboration to
provide bank-wide credit certification to SBI's
employees enabling them to a source, appraise
and monitor loans faster".
l A new era of credit appraisal is dawning on the
nation's biggest lender, when it comes to funding
small-scale companies. The State Bank of India
is now assessing the borrower based on their
bank statements instead of the balance sheet."We
are now evaluating a company's ability to repay
the loan based on their cash flow," said a senior
SBI executive. "For this, we draw analysis from
their bank statement of one year and collaborate
it with their balance sheet."
l The top organizational structure of the bank is
restructured. MD &CBG is designated as

l

l

l

l

MD(Corporate & Global Banking). MD(NBG)
is re-designated as MD(Retail & Digital
Banking). MD(Compliance and Risk) is redesignated as MD(Risk, IT & Subsidiaries). A
new post, MD(Stressed Assets Resolution
Group) is also created.
India will have 10-15 public sector banks with
government's majority stake, down from 21 at
present, as part of its plan to consolidate banks,
Finance Ministry's principal economic advisor
SanjeevSanyal said on Friday.
Jewellery purchases exceeding Rs 50,000 won't
require the income tax permanent account
number (PAN) to be provided after the
government reversed an earlier notification on
Friday, providing a big festive cheer for the
sector and potential customers.Aadhaar willalso
cease to be mandatory for jewellery transactions
exceeding Rs.50,000. Other identity proof, too,
need not be furnished, say industry watchers.
The Finance Ministry has made Aadhaar
mandatory for small savings schemes, including
post office deposits and the Public Provident
Fund.
State Bank of India unveiled its sixth apex
management training facility in Kolkata today.
Named as State Bank Institute of Management
(SBIM), the facility was launched by SBI
chairman Arundhati Bhattacharya. SBIM has
been established with the primary objective to
build an institution of global standards that is an
epitome of excellence in banking & finance, with
focus on high-calibre action-based research and
critical capacity building. The focus of the
Institute will be to provide training, education,
mobilize intellectual resource materials to drive
result-oriented research, knowledge management and talent spotting."

Download our App “ SBIOACC” by going to “ playstore” for android
phones and “ istore” in iphones.
Log in with your PF number as ID
and use your date of birth in yyyymmdd as your password.
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Bankruptcy Code (IBC) and National
Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) are not
able to address the issue of NPA. We once
again demand implementation of the
report of the Parliament Standing
Committee on Finance. One simple
solution is to transfer the loans of Steel,
Power, Telecom and Infrastructure to
Industrial Finance Corporation and
convert them to Long Term debt which will
save the banks and the Industry.

Welcome to Mr. Rajnish Kumar,
Inspite of almost everybody accepting that
Chairman, Our SBI
We welcome Shri Rajnish Kumar as
Chairman, SBI and wish him all the best.
We are pleased with his address to the
employees wherein he touches on WorkLife Balance, Health and Quality of life
which we have been demanding for long.
We also welcome the reduction in service
charges and account closure charges. The
Federation demanded it long ago. If it was
done at that time itself, we could have
prevented loss of image to the Bank.
We are getting ready with our inputs for the
future of the bank which will be submitted
and shared with you all.
The Banking Industry is not seeing the end
of the tunnel as Insolvency and

the economy is not doing well and
demonetisation followed by GST were the
major reasons, the Finance Ministry is still
following the dictates of IMF & WB. The
expected stimulus package, which the
Government was considering did not
materialise after its meeting with the IMF.
Next round of Full Negotiating Committee
Meeting will be on 27th Oct 2017. From the
way IBA has written to Banks asking for
opinion on how Variable Pay can be
implemented, it is clear that they do not
want the settlement to be done soon. We
have met FM and the secretary DFS to sort
out the issue. Hence, I appeal to you to be
ready for struggles. We will achieve our
demands with our Unity and Solidarity.
Comradely yours,

Government's view of the economy could be summed up in
a few short phrases: If it moves, tax it. If it keeps moving,
regulate it. And if it stops moving, subsidize it.
- Ronald Reagan

(D. Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev)
General Secretary

